Student Learning Outcome
Recognize and correct pronoun and verb errors such as subject-verb agreement and past participle usage.

Assessment Method
Students receive grammar lessons by viewing lecture slides and then taking a series of quizzes. Students are required to complete three-fourths (75%) of the quizzes with at least a 75% in order to pass that section of the course.

Student Learning Outcome
Recognize and correct different types of fragments including dependent word fragments, added-detail fragments, and missing-subject fragments.

Assessment Method
Students view lecture slides on fragment sentences and then take a series of quizzes which increase in difficulty (four levels). Students are required to complete three-fourths (75%) of the seventy fragment quizzes with at least a 75% in order to pass that section of the course. Quizzes include finding fragments in paragraphs.

Student Learning Outcome
Recognize and correct run-on sentences.

Assessment Method
Students receive grammar lessons by viewing lecture slides on causes of run-ons and ways to correct run-ons. They then take a series of quizzes which increase in complexity (four levels). Students are required to complete three-fourths (75%) of the forty run-on quizzes with at least a 75% in order to pass that section of the course. Quizzes include finding run-on sentences in paragraphs.